
American literature ٦٣٤١ 
1- the protagonist in ' The adventure of huckleberry Finn ' 
C-huckleberry Finn 
2- the escaped slave who joins Huck is 

C-Jim 
3- one of themes of this novel is"the primacy of the moral law" 

B-the moral law supersedes government law 
4- who's the narrator of"the adventure of huckleberry Finn" 
A-huckleberry Finn 

5- the time of the action of this novel 
D-nineteenth century 
6- the novel contains elements of the 

D-a,b and c(apprenticeship,Bildungsroman,picaresque novel) 
7- with whom was huckleberry living at the beginning of the story 

A-pap Finn(حصل خلاف ىنا ان اول شخص عاش معاه ابوه او الارملو 
8- who take care of huck and tom's money 
C-judge thatcher 

9- who was called cry-baby? 
b- little tommy 

10- to whom did Jim belongs? 
B- miss Watson 
11- the story of an hour was first published 

A- December 1894 
12- the story of an hour is sort story......?...... On 
C-a young beautiful woman 

13- oppression is one of the major themes of "the story of an hour" that: 
C- the husband dominant his wife 

14- "the story of an hour " observes the classical unities of time,place,and 
action .interpreting guideline established by: 
B- Aristotle 

15- "monstrous joy" an example of 
C- Oxymoron 

16 "clouds that had met" 
D- personification 
17- the opening sentence of the story 

Foreshadowing 
18- what was the title of this poem 

A- the negro speaks of river 
19- "my soul has grown deep like the river " an example of 
D- simile 

20- what could be one of the good themes of this poem 
A-wisdom and experience 
21- in "lulled me to sleep,leaving me easy prey " there is an example of 

C- alliteration 
22- in "my soul has grown deep like the river "this is an example of 

A-simile  



23- the repetition of "I.." at the beginning of some lines that are after each other is a kind 

of 
D- anaphora 
24- not clear!!!! 

25- in this line "Hope is the thing with feathers " example of 
C- metaphor 

26- "it is like a bird...." What does (it)refers 
D- Hope 
27- hope is something abstract and vague 

A- a thing 
28- what sense does "And sings the tune-without the words " give to the readers 
B- Hope is universal 

29- what is the rhyme of the first two stanzas 
A-abab cdcd 

30- "I was never kinder to the old man than during the whole week before I killed him " 
The figure of speech in this statement is 
D-Irony 

31- in the tell-tale heart the narrator is trying to convince the reader that he is 
A- sane 

32- the writer of "the tell-tale heart " lived from 
A- 1809 - 1849 
33- what kind of figure of speech that is used in the following quotation 

"Because death in approaching him had stalked with his black shadow before him and 
enveloped the victim" 
B- personification 

34- the end of the play,Mr.wright 
A- was arrested and put into the jail 

OR??? 
B- wasn't arrested at all 
35- what is the figure of speech used in this statement 

"He war also a hard man,like a raw wind that gets to the bone " 
C- Simile  

36- what mrs.peters and mrs. Hale found 
D- a dead bird 
37-"trifles" as things which have no value and are insignificant,refer to 

B-observation of the women 
38- the cage symbolize 
A- mr.wright's oppression 

39- Henry James is representative of 
A- realism 

40- when did American literature begin in its true sense? 
A-nineteenth century 
41- American literary tradition began as linked to the broader tradition of 

C-English literature 
42- which movement describes a type of literature that attempts to apply scientific 

principles of objectivity and detachment to its study of human beings? 
C-naturalism 



 
 

43- "there is no such thing as absolute truth.all things are relative " this is one of 

characteristics of 
C-modernism 
44- the notion of "twoness" is one of the features of 

C-Harlem renaissance 
45- ..........depicts a character's actions as determined by environmental forces 

C-naturalist 
46- the.............concern himself with the here and now,centering his work in his own 
time,dealing with common-place everyday event and people 

B-realist 
47- who was usually regarded as the first American writer? 

D- Captain John smith 
48- ................was the first American to gain an international reputation 
C- Washington Ivory 

49- which American movement began as a reaction to and a rejection of romanticism? 
C-Realism 

50- ...............is often associated with realism,which also seeks to accurately represent 
human existence 
A-Romanticism 

 


